The Nieco Incendalyst™ is designed for use with the Nieco Automatic broilers.

The Incendalyst™ utilizes a catalytic converter, similar to those found in automobiles, to reduce smoke and other gases created when meat is charbroiled.

The Incendalyst™ sits directly on top of the Nieco broiler and requires no utility hook-up. The Incendalyst™ operates on the exhaust heat from the broiler. Reduction in overall pollutants is approximately 85-90% with visible emissions being virtually eliminated. Odor is significantly reduced as well. The Incendalyst™ works on both gas and electric broilers.

By reducing grease and smoke before it reaches the exhaust hood, the ventilation system stays much cleaner, improving operation and reducing the risk of grease build-up in the ducts.

Installation is simple and maintenance is minimal. The Incendalyst™ only requires daily rinsing with low pressure hot water.

Benefits:
- Easy to Install
- Low Maintenance
- Environmentally Friendly
- Reduced Hood Cleaning Costs
- All Stainless Steel Construction
- Works on Gas and Electric